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The brain’s skill in estimating the 3-D orientation of viewed surfaces supports a range of behaviors, from placing an object on a nearby
table, to planning the best route when hill walking. This ability relies on integrating depth signals across extensive regions of space that
exceed the receptive fields of early sensoryneurons.Althoughhierarchical selection andpooling is central tounderstandingof the ventral
visual pathway, the successive operations in the dorsal stream are poorly understood. Here we use computational modeling of human
fMRI signals to probe the computations that extract 3-D surface orientation from binocular disparity. To understand how representa-
tions evolve across the hierarchy, we developed an inference approach using a series of generative models to explain the empirical fMRI
data in different cortical areas. Specifically, we simulated the responses of candidate visual processing algorithms and tested how well
they explained fMRI responses. Thereby we demonstrate a hierarchical refinement of visual representationsmoving from the represen-
tation of edges and figure–ground segmentation (V1, V2) to spatially extensive disparity gradients in V3A. We show that responses in
V3A are little affected by low-level image covariates, and have a partial tolerance to the overall depth position. Finally, we show that
responses in V3A parallel perceptual judgments of slant. This reveals a relatively short computational hierarchy that captures key
information about the 3-D structure of nearby surfaces, andmore generally demonstrates an analysis approach thatmay be ofmerit in a
diverse range of brain imaging domains.
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Introduction
A fundamental challenge in visual neuroscience is to understand
how the outputs of neurons responding to local, simple elements
are progressively transformed to encode the critical features of
spatially extensive objects. While models of the ventral visual
stream detail the decoding transformations that support invari-
ance (Riesenhuber and Poggio, 1999; Rust and DiCarlo, 2010),
much less is known about the dorsal hierarchy. Here we test the
processing of binocular depth signals that strongly engage dorsal
visual cortex (Backus et al., 2001; Tsao et al., 2003; Neri et al.,
2004; Tyler et al., 2006; Preston et al., 2008, 2009; Goncalves et al.,
2015). We set out to test how the brain meets the difficult chal-
lenging of inferring the 3-D orientation of a spatially extensive
surface from 2-D retinal images. These computations are critical
for a range of perceptual judgments and actions, yet there is a
notable gap in our understanding between spatially localized dis-
parity extraction (Ohzawa et al., 1990; DeAngelis et al., 1991;
Cumming and Parker, 1997; Bredfeldt and Cumming, 2006;
Tanabe and Cumming, 2008) versus high-level representa-
tions of 3-D structure (Janssen et al., 2000, 2003; Durand et al.,
2007).
Previous fMRI studies of binocular disparity have used either
simple disparity structures, such as step edges (Backus et al., 2001;
Tsao et al., 2003; Neri et al., 2004; Tyler et al., 2006; Preston et al.,
2008; Goncalves et al., 2015), or complex 3-D shapes (Nishida et
al., 2001; Chandrasekaran et al., 2007; Georgieva et al., 2009;
Preston et al., 2009; Minini et al., 2010). For the purpose of un-
derstanding how local features are integrated into global surfaces,
the former are too simple (i.e., local and global surface properties
are perfectly correlated), while the latter are too complex (i.e., the
parameters describing surface relief become toonumerous)mak-
ing it difficult to interpret changes in fMRI responses. We there-
fore targeted surface slant, an intermediate property that relates
to the rotation of a plane away from frontoparallel (e.g., the steep-
ness of a hillside path when walking). Empirically, slant provides
a lowparameter test space (Fig. 1), and by rendering stimuli using
random dot stereograms (Fig. 1a), we can test slant from dispar-
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ity unaccompanied by the monocular features (e.g., texture gra-
dients) that typically covary with it. Thus, we sought to measure
fMRI responses when holding constant as many image dimen-
sions as possible and taking account of the low number of param-
eters associated with slant variation.
Tracing disparity representations as they are transformed
within the dorsal hierarchy using fMRI is challenging because
activity within a particular cortical area is likely to reflect a com-
plex mixture of responses to different image features. We there-
fore developed an approach we refer to as analysis-by-synthesis
(Yuille and Kersten, 2006), that seeks to explain activity within a
cortical area in terms of plausible computations. In particular, we
married a voxel similarity approach (Kriegeskorte et al., 2008a)
with synthetic modeling to infer the generative process that re-
sults in patterns of brain activity. Thereby, we uncover a process-
ing hierarchy that moves from the representation of edges, and
scene segmentation, to the representation of spatially extensive
surfaces.
Materials andMethods
Participants. Eight observers (4 female) from the University of Birming-
ham participated in the first fMRI experiment, six in the second, and six
for psychophysical testing in the laboratory. Participants were screened
for MRI contraindications and gave written and verbal informed con-
sent. They had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and had disparity
discrimination thresholds1 arcmin for briefly presented (500ms) ran-
dom dot stimuli. Experiments were approved by the University of Bir-
mingham’s STEM ethics committee. An additional participant was
recruited for Experiment 1, but they withdrew halfway through the study
due to illness.
Stimuli. Stimuli were random patterns of black and white dots gener-
ated using the Psychtoolbox (Kleiner et al., 2007) in MATLAB (Math-
works). A square fixation marker (0.5° length) with horizontal and
vertical nonius lines (0.375° length) was presented at the center of a 1°
circular hole in the stimulus. The randomdot stimulus contained a back-
ground region (in the plane of the screen) and a central disc region that
depicted a slanted surface. The dots defining the different regions of the
stimulus had the same projection size, and we ensured that there were no
monocular cues to the surface slant. In particular, therewas no foreshort-
ening of the dot size with slant variations, and there were no gaps in the
random dot patterns for different disparity magnitudes (unpaired dots
were used to fill in gaps that would be caused by dots being shifted in
opposite directions in the two eyes). The random dot pattern was sur-
rounded a grid of large black andwhite squares positioned in the plane of
the screen that was designed to provide a background reference.
Stereoscopic presentation was achieved using two projectors contain-
ing different spectral interference filters (Infitec, GmbH). The images
from the two projectors were superimposed using a beam-splitter cube.
Images were projected onto a translucent screen inside the bore of the
magnet. Participants viewed the display via a front-surfaced mirror at-
tached to the head coil. Luminance outputs from the two projectors were
matched and linearized using photometric measurements. Viewing dis-
tance was 68 cm. To control for attention and promote proper fixation,
observers performed a subjective assessment of eye vergence task (Popple
et al., 1998). Vernier targets were flashed to one eye for 250 ms at either
side of the desired fixation position, and a cumulative Gaussian function
fit the proportion of “target on the right” responses as a function of
vernier displacement.
In the first fMRI experiment, 20 different types of slanted stimuli were
depicted in random dot stereograms (RDSs; Fig. 1). In the main condi-
tion, RDSs depicted surfaces with slants ranging from7.5 to52.5° in
15° steps. The projection width was 7.7°, and projection height varied
depending on the angle of rotation away from frontoparallel (the plane
was circular at zero degrees slant, although participants did not view such
stimuli). The maximum binocular disparity was 32.8 arcmin in the most
slanted condition. The target plane was surrounded by a background
(9  9°) of random dots presented in the plane of the screen (thus
monocular edge effects were eliminated). For the spatial control condi-
tion, the same eight slants were used except that their projection height
(4.7°) was limited to that of the most slanted (52.5°) stimuli from the
main condition. This control allowed us to assess the contribution of
changes in edge positions in driving the fMRI responses measured in the
other two conditions. In the disparity control condition, the eight slanted
stimuli had their projection size manipulated so that the disparities they
contained fell within a limited range. Specifically, the slant stimuli were
cutoff at the mean disparity magnitude of the eight slants used in the
main condition. The final stimuli included binocular disparities ranging
from 20.6 to 20.6 arcmin. Four of the stimuli were common between
conditions: the 52.5° stimuli in the spatial-control and main condi-
tions; and the 7.5° stimuli in the disparity-control and main condi-
tions. Thus, a total of 20 unique stimuli were used in the fMRI
experiment. Each stimulus presentation was unique for each participant
(i.e., we rendered new stimuli that differed in the spatial location of the
dots for every presentation).
In Experiment 2, we used two slants (22.5°). These stimuli were
presented at the fixation point (zero) or in a near (6 arcmin) or far (6
arcmin) position. In the near condition, the added disparitymoved stim-
uli closer to the observer so that the minimum (unsigned) disparity for
the highest slant angle was aligned to the fixation plane. Similarly, in the
far condition, the stimuli were moved farther from the observer so that
the minimum (unsigned) disparity was aligned to the fixation plane.
Figure 1. Stimulus illustrations. A, Example random dot stereograms of the slanted discs
used in the study rendered as red-cyan anaglyphs. The stimuli depict slants of37.5° (left) and
52.5° (right) for a participantwith an interpupilary spacing of 6.4 cmviewing fromadistance
of 65 cm. (Note, if viewing without glasses, there might be an apparent blurring of the slanted
stimuli that varieswith slant angle; this cuewas not availablewhen our participants viewed the
stimuli in the scanner through spectral comb filters). B, Schematic of the changes that accom-
pany a physical change of slant. C, Diagrams of the parametric slant variations in the three
experimental conditions: Main: simulated rotation of a physical disc; Spatial control: projection
height in the image plane was constant as slant was manipulated; Disparity control: the mean
(unsigned) disparity was constant as slant was varied.
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Psychophysics. For psychophysical experiments, stimuli were pre-
sented in a lab setting using a stereo setup in which the two eyes viewed
separate gamma-corrected CRTs (ViewSonic, FB2100x) through front-
silvered mirrors at a distance of 50 cm. Images were displayed at 100 Hz
with a screen resolution of 1600 1200 pixels. We collected preliminary
psychophysical data from all participants who undertook fMRI scanning
to ensure that they were able to discriminate slanted stimuli defined by
random dot stereograms reliably. We also made detailed measurements
of slant discrimination thresholds for six participants. In particular, we
used a two-interval forced-choice paradigm (stimulus presentation 
500 ms; ISI 1000 ms) and participants decided which of the presented
stimuli was slanted further away from frontoparallel (i.e., “which stimu-
lus was more slanted?”). We measured thresholds for eight different
pedestal slant values (52.5 to 52.5° in 15° steps). Discrimination thresh-
olds were estimated using interleaved adaptive staircases (60 trials for
each slant, repeated on 4 runs). The stimuli had a fixed retinal projection
size (as for the spatial control stimuli).We averaged together sensitivities
at neighboring positions to yield discrimination sensitivities at seven
positions, thus making the data comparable with the fMRI analysis that
distinguished between neighboring baseline slant values.
We ran an additional experiment as a sanity check for monocular cues
in the stimuli.We presented a single eye’s view of the stimuli to both eyes,
and asked participants to make judgments with trial-by-trial feedback
(affording the potential for learning). Participants judged either: (1)
which of two sequentially presented stimuli contained disparity (slanted
stimulus vs zero disparity stimulus), or (2) which stimulus was slanted
closer at the top (positive vs negatively slanted stimuli). They were not
able to perform either task reliably above chance.
fMR imaging. Imaging data were acquired at the BirminghamUniver-
sity Imaging Centre using a 3T Philips MRI scanner with an 8-channel
multi phase-array head coil. BOLD signalsweremeasuredwith an echop-
lanar sequence (TE: 35ms, TR: 2000ms, flip angle: 79.1°, voxel size: 1.5
1.5 2 mm, near coronal 28 slices) for both experimental and localizer
scans. This sequencemeant thatwewere only able to collect data from the
posterior portion of the brain, with the slice prescription enabling us to
measure from the occipital cortex, posterior temporal cortex, and the
posterior portion of the parietal cortex. A high-resolution T1-weighted
anatomical scan (1 mm3) was acquired once for each participant to
reconstruct an accurate 3-D cortical surface for each participant. Two
separate scans were run for each participant on different days; each had
10 stimuli selected from the three conditions (4
from the main condition, 3 from the spatial-
extent control, and 3 from the disparity-extent
control) and a fixation baseline condition.
In the main fMRI experiment, stimuli se-
lected from a set of 10 conditions were pre-
sented using a blocked-design. Each stimulus
block lasted 16 s and repeated three times dur-
ing an individual run in a randomized order.
Each run thus had 30 blocks and two 16 s fixa-
tion intervals at the beginning and end of the
run (total duration  512 s). In a block, eight
stimuli from a single condition were presented
each for 1 s alternating with a 1 s blank. For
each 1 s presentation, dots making up stereo-
gram stimuli were randomly placed to exclude
any local image feature effects. Eight runs were
collected for each observer in a single scanning
session and each participant was scanned
twice. For Experiment 2, six stimulus types [2
slants (22.5°) 3 positions (near, zero, far)]
were presented using a blocked design. The
presentation procedures were same as Experi-
ment 1. Scans lasted total 320 s. Eight runswere
collected for each observer. During scanning
participants performed a vernier acuity task at
the fixation point (described above).
Regions-of-interest (ROIs) were defined for
each participant separately using standard reti-
notopic mapping procedures (see Fig. 2). V3B/
KO, hMT/V5, and LOwere further identified using separate functional
localizer scans for each participant (Preston et al., 2008). ROI data for the
participants in this study was collected as part of a previous study (Ban et
al., 2012). For analysis inwhichwe subdivided theROIs into a central and
peripheral portion, we used the eccentricitymapping localizer to define a
boundary at 2° eccentricity. This ensured we were within the spatial
projection of the slanted stimulus in the highest slant condition (height
4.7°).
BrainVoyager QX (BrainInnovation B.V.) was used to analyze the
fMRI data. For anatomical scans, we first transformed the data into Ta-
lairach space, inflated the cortex, and created flattened surfaces of both
hemispheres for each subject. Each functional run was preprocessed us-
ing 3-D motion correction, slice time correction, linear trend removal,
and high-pass filtering (3 cycles per run cutoff). No spatial smoothing
was applied. Functional runs were aligned to the subject’s corresponding
anatomical space and then transformed into Talairach space. Voxel re-
sponses acquired on different days were resampled in 1 mm Talairach
space using nearest neighbor sampling to avoid spatial distortion of the
data. Duplicated voxels in this sampling procedure were excluded before
the multivariate analyses.
Statistical analysis. We used SPSS (IBM) for repeated-measures
ANOVAs (with Greenhouse–Geisser correction when appropriate). Sta-
tistical tests for fMRI analysis were conducted in BrainVoyager. All other
tests were conducted in MATLAB using standard regression functions
and general linear models (GLMs), as well as writing custom scripts for
bootstrapped resampling analyses (described below). To compare be-
tween competing models, we used the Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC) with a correction for finite sample sizes.
Cross-correlation similarity analysis. For each ROI, we sorted graymat-
ter voxels according to their response (t statistic) to all stimulus condi-
tions versus fixation baseline, and selected the top ranked 500 voxels.We
tested the importance of the number of voxels and their selection,
finding that the correlation analysis was robust. Specifically we quan-
tified the repeatability of the fMRI response patterns (mean R along
the positive diagonal), as well as statistical significance (p value) aswe varied
the amount of data available. Repeatability saturated rapidly with the num-
ber of voxels, whereas p values were (obviously) dependent on the sample
size. We chose to quantify performance at 500 voxels to be consistent with
subsequent analysis usingmultivoxel pattern analysis (MVPA; classifier per-
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Figure 2. Illustrations of the cortical surfacewith superimposed locations of the ROIs. Sulci are depicted in darker gray than the
gyri. Shownon themaps are retinotopic areas, V3B/KO, the humanmotion complex (hMT/ V5), and LO area. The activationmap
shows the results of a random-effects analysis of a searchlight classifier that discriminated between different slanted stimuli. The
color code represents the t value of the classification accuracies obtained bymoving a spherical aperture throughout themeasured
volume. This confirmed that our ROIs covered the likely loci of areas encoding stimulus information.
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formance saturated by a pattern size of 500 vox-
els). In addition, we tested the voxel selection
method, quantifying repeatability for: (1) the
standard ranking (best), (2) voxels ranked by ac-
tivity but omitting the top 100 voxels, and (3)
voxels ranked in reverse order (worst). Unsur-
prisingly, reverse ordering led to a considerable
drop in repeatability. Interestingly the repeatabil-
ity remained statistically reliable in V3A once
therewere150voxels, suggesting thatV3Avox-
els were fairly homogenous in their responses to
stimuli (i.e., interchangeable) in contrast to V2
where voxel selection was more critical.
Following voxel selection, we normalized
(Z-scored) the time course of each voxel sepa-
rately for each experimental run to minimize
baseline differences between runs. The voxel
response pattern was generated by shifting the
fMRI time series by 4 s (2 TR) to account for
the hemodynamic lag. To avoid univariate re-
sponse differences between acquired volumes,
we normalized themean of each data vector for
each volume to zero by subtracting the mean
over all voxels for that volume. In this way, the
data vectors for each volume had the same
mean value across voxels and differed only in
the pattern of activity. For each block, we aver-
aged each voxel’s time courses to produce a
single voxel response for a given block of
slanted stimuli. We then calculated the cross-
correlation between voxel responses evoked by
different stimulus types in each ROI (Fig. 3).
To create the cross-correlation matrices, we
calculated all the possible split-halves (i.e.,
groups of 4) of the data from the eight repeti-
tions we obtained for each condition during
one scan session as follows:
n8Cr4 
n!
r!	n r
!
 70. (1)
As there were two scanning sessions, there were 70 70 (4900) ways of
combining the independent data samples.We therefore calculated cross-
correlation matrices between each condition 4900 times, and then aver-
aged to arrive at the empirical cross-correlation matrices. It should be
noted that to create regular (24  24) cross-correlation matrices we
duplicated the data that was redundant between conditions (i.e., the 4
stimulus conditions that would have been the same between the main,
disparity, and spatial control conditions). Moreover, the data in the
cross-correlation matrices are duplicated along the positive diagonal
[i.e., correlation is commutative: corr(A,B) corr(B,A)]. However, all
of our analysis considered only unique data; i.e., we considered the data
as a triangularmatrix (including themain diagonal) and omitted the four
duplicated cells. The positive diagonal in the similarity matrices repre-
sents the repeatability of the response pattern. This value is typically1
as different (subsamples) of the data were used in each cross-correlation
calculation. To establish the statistical reliability of the responses, we use
a repeatability statistic calculated asmean Pearson correlation coefficient
(R) along the positive diagonal of the matrix. We assessed statistical
significance using 10,000 bootstrapped resamples of the whole cross-
correlation matrix, and calculated the mean R statistic. We then com-
pared the empirical repeatability with the distribution of random
resamples.
Multivoxel pattern analysis. Following procedures described previ-
ously (Preston et al., 2008), we used the libsvm toolbox (Chang and Lin,
2011) to compute prediction accuracies. We used leave-one-run-out
cross validation where there were 21 training patterns and three test
patterns in each condition. We calculated prediction accuracies for indi-
vidual participants as the mean accuracy across cross-validations. We
quantified performance at the level of 500 voxels, which represented
saturated performance of the prediction accuracy as a function pattern
size while ensuring that all ROIs could contribute an equal number of
voxels in each participant (Preston et al., 2008 provides further quantifi-
cation of this treatment).
Simulations of cortical slant representations.Tomodel how local binoc-
ular disparities are translated to global 3-D structures, we implemented
simulations in MATLAB (Fig. 4 shows a schematic illustration). Our
starting point was the bank of 17 binocular disparity filter responses
(Lehky and Sejnowski, 1990) in conjunction with a bias for crossed dis-
parities informed by neuroimaging results (Cottereau et al., 2011) and
electrophysiological recordings (Tanabe and Cumming, 2008; Tanabe et
al., 2011). These filters were implemented as difference of Gaussian func-
tions, whose peaks were centered from 21 to 15 arcmin. The width
(sigmas) of the Gaussian functions were varied with the peak disparity
(dpeak) based on interpolating the parameters listed in Table 1 of (Lehky
and Sejnowski, 1990) by fitting a third-order polynomial using the
method of least-squares. The peaks and sigmas (in parenthesis) of the
filters were as follows: 21.2 (29.0), 16.7 (21.6), 13.3 (16.0), 11.0
(11.9), 9.2 (8.9), 7.9 (6.6), 6.6 (4.9), 5.0 (3.6), 3.0 (2.7), 1.0
(3.6), 0.6 (4.9), 1.9 (6.6), 3.2 (8.9), 5.0 (11.9), 7.3 (16.0), 10.7 (21.6), and
15.2 (29.0).
“Tuned” (near zero) units had the following form:
f	d
  1.5  e

	ddpeak
2
2  0.5  e

	ddpeak
2
	2
2 . (2)
Whereas “near” and “far” units had the following form:
f	d
  1.13  e

	ddpeak
2
2  e

	d	dpeak

2

1. (3)
To generate the response of the filter bank, we convolved the disparity
structure of each stimulus by each detector (i.e., the model did not com-
pute stereo correspondences, but rather took disparity values as its in-
puts). This produced an x–y response magnitude for each detector in the
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Figure 3. Illustration of the cross-correlation approach and empirical data.A, A schematic of the data treatment. The fMRI data
were split in halves and the vector of voxel responses was then correlated across stimulus conditions. We used a cross-validation
procedure, averaging together the results of different splits of the empirical data. The resulting cross-correlationmatrix (averaged
over cross-validations) is representedusingablue-to-red color code.B, Empirical cross-correlationmatrices fromareasV1,V2,V3d,
and V3A. Slant angle varies in an ordered fashion for the three experimental conditions (main, spatial control, disparity control).
The mean regression coefficient across split-halves is represented by the color saturation of each cell in the matrix.
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filter bank. These detector responses were then used as inputs for further
stages of processing. (1) To compute disparity edges, we used a simple,
first-order edge detection pipeline (Jain et al., 1995). In particular, we
first blurred the response of each filter by convolving with a Gaussian to
smooth the filter outputs. We then calculated the first-order partial de-
rivatives in the x and y directions to extract gradients:
G f	 x, y
  GxGy  
f
 x
f
 y
 . (4)
Themagnitudes of the gradients at each location were then calculated by
taking the quadratic sum of the partial derivatives to produce edge maps
for each stimulus as follows:
M f	 x, y
  Gx2  Gy2. (5)
Having calculated this quantity for each of the 17 filters, we then calcu-
lated the sum across filters to yield an estimate of the edge locations.
(2) The figure–ground model took inputs from the disparity edge
detector, and then filled in between the identified contours using
MATLAB’s imfill function.
(3) To compute disparity gradients, we implemented 12 gradient de-
tectors for disparities defined by slants of [0,5,10,15,30,45,
90°]. These detectors were Gabor filters orientated in the y–z plane (i.e.,
vertical position in the screen by depth position relative to the screen).
The input space was defined in angular units as follows:
y  y cos		
 z sin		
, (6)
z  y sin		
 z cos		
, (7)
where	 is the slant angle of the filter. The response profile,H, of the filter
was defined as follows:
H	 
1
2
yz
exp 12y
2
y
2 
z
2
z
2cos2
 y, (8)
wherey andz are the SDs of the Gabor filter along y- and z-planes, and
 specifies the grating cycles of theGaborwhichwas set to 1.8. These slant
detectors took the outputs of the disparity detectors as their inputs,
meaning that the spacing of the inputs and the response variance changed
as a function of disparity (explaining the curved appearance of the filters
and the variation of images intensity in Fig. 4). To account for differences
in the sensitivity of different disparity detectors (Fig. 4A, top-right plot of
filters), the disparity detectors were weighted [5, 5, 3, 3, 2, 2, 1] for the [0,
5,10,15,30,45, 90°] gradient detectors.
Having created outputs for three different stages of processing, we
created cross-correlation matrices to index the similarity of outputs
when different stimuli were presented. These were not deterministic as,
at each stage of processing, we added normally distributed zero-mean
random noise. As the response magnitudes were different for each stage
of themodel (and thus responses were not directly comparable), we used
an initial parameter search to determine appropriate noise levels. In par-
ticular, we selected noise levels by starting from low noise parameter
values and then increased the noise until the R 2 values of the GLM
regressions for all three models fell0.6 (comparable with the empirical
data). This resulted in default model noise parameters of 3% of the peak
response output for the disparity detectors, 10% for the edgemodel, 20%
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models are calculated for all of the stimuli presented to the observers. These model outputs are used to create cross-correlation matrices in the samemanner as the empirical data.
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for figure–ground model, and 5% for the gradient detectors. Having
obtained these parameters, we then explored how changing these default
values affected the fit of the simulations to the empirical data. Specifi-
cally, for the edge and figure/ground models, we ran the simulations by
adding normally distributed noise whose SDs were 0.5 (low noise
level),1.0 (middle), or2.0 (high) of the default level. For the gradient
model, noise was1.0 (low),2.0 (middle), or3.0 (high) the default.
The GLM regressions were repeated 2000 times for each simulation at
each combination of noise levels. Noise values below the defaults did not
lead to appreciably better fits, suggesting that these noise parameters
reflect the maximum bound that our three models could explain the
empirical fMRI responses in V1, V2, V3d, and V3A. Values above these
noise parameter values degraded the fit, although the pattern of results
was fairly robust to increased levels of noise, particularly with respect to
responses in areas V2 and V3A.
Simulations of cortical magnification. To simulate the effects of cortical
magnification factors for different regions of interest, we used published
estimates (Yamamoto et al., 2008) of the neural receptive field eccentric-
ity for V1, V2, V3, and V3A as a function of cortical distance relative to
themidpoint of the eccentricity range tested during eccentricitymapping
(this was at 8° eccentricity). In particular, eccentricitymapping data were
fit with an exponential function (Daniel and Whitteridge, 1961) to de-
scribe the relationship between cortical position, x, and receptive field
eccentricity, E:
E	 x
  	8  
  e
x
A  . (9)
WhereA and are constants (Yamamoto et al., 2008): V1 (A 22.6,
2.9); V2 (A 25.6, 3.0); V3 (A 18.7, 0.9); and V3A (A 26.0,
  1.5). The cortical magnification factor M was estimated by taking
derivative of the inverse function of Equation 9:
M	E
 
dx
dE

A
E  
. (10)
By applyingM for each visual area on the stimulus inputs, we simulated
different representations. Note that there may be individual differences
in cortical magnification factor (Dougherty et al., 2003; Harvey and Du-
moulin, 2011), that are not accounted for by our approach. However, by
fitting between-subjects averaged data with between-subjects averaged
corticalmagnification factors that alignwith previous estimates (Dough-
erty et al., 2003; Harvey and Dumoulin, 2011), the impact of these dif-
ferences is likely to be minimal.
Results
Participants viewed disparity-defined stimuli depicting a single
slanted surface (Fig. 1) in a blocked fMRI design. Across blocks,
we presented parametric variations of slant, creating a family of
surfaces that were slanted toward or away from the observer.
Varying the slant of a surface has obvious consequences (Fig. 1B):
as it is rotated away from frontoparallel, the projection size de-
creases following a cosine function, while the range of depths
increases following a sine function. This complicates the inter-
pretation ofmeasures of neural activity, as responsesmight relate
to: (1) changes in projection size, (2) the range of binocular dis-
parities, or (3) the surface slant. To quantify the effects of these
covariates, we included stimuli from two control conditions (Fig.
1C) in which either (1) projection size or (2) disparitymagnitude
was constrained as slant was varied. Thus, we aimed to identify
cortical areas that support decoding of surface slant that did not
change when low-level changes were made to the stimuli.
We quantified fMRI responses in ROIs in occipital and pari-
etal cortex (Fig. 2) using a voxel pattern similarity approach
(Kriegeskorte et al., 2008a). We calculated the mean response
vector for a given stimulus by splitting the data into two halves
and then calculating the average BOLD response for each of the
most responsive voxels (n  500). We then cross-correlated the
vectors evoked by each slant in the three conditions, to generate a
24  24 similarity matrix of the Pearson correlation coefficient
(R; Fig. 3). The positive diagonal in these plots represents the
test-retest reliability of the fMRI responses.
Inspecting the raw cross-correlation matrices suggested that
some cortical areas supported the extraction of stimulus infor-
mation using the cross-correlation technique (Fig. 3), whereas
other areas did not. Formally, we calculated mean correlation
along the positive diagonal and compared it to the distribution of
mean correlation coefficients obtained by bootstrapped resam-
pling the empirical data. On this basis, cross-correlations were
reliable in areas V1, V2, V3d, and V3A, but not elsewhere
(Table 1).
We obtained strongest patterns of correlation (i.e., highest
split-half reliability) in V2 and V3A (Table 1); however, the cor-
relation structure differed (Fig. 3B). In V2, a notable feature of
the similarity matrix is that opposing slants in the “main” and
“disparity control” conditions gave rise to similar voxel responses
(red squares in the corner cells). This can be understood in terms
of the stimulus projection size: despite a considerable difference
in slant, size was held constant. A similar, although weaker, pat-
tern was observed in area V1. By contrast, the V3A correlation
matrix is notable for its regular diagonal structure: stimuli with
similar slants produce similar fMRI activity, whether or not the
basic low-level features of the stimulus (spatial extent or mean
disparity) differ. Further, different slants produce dissimilar
fMRI responses. This qualitative comparison of V2 and V3A sug-
gests different representations: edges and segmentation versus
responses related to disparity-defined slant.
To assess this formally, we next applied an analysis-by-
synthesis approach based on building a disparity slant estimation
model (Fig. 4). The front-end comprised a disparity filter bank
whose form was determined from previous work (Lehky and
Sejnowski, 1990; Cottereau et al., 2011). Thereafter, we imple-
mented three processing stages that were designed to capture key
properties of the viewed stimuli, namely, (1) their (disparity-
defined) edges, (2) the area of the stimulus comprising the figure
versus the background, and (3) the change in disparity across
space (i.e., disparity gradients). We computed the response of
these models for each of the experimental stimuli, and chose
simulation parameters (e.g., number of repetitions, noise lev-
els) to match fMRI measurements. We then generated simi-
larity matrices based on the models’ responses (Fig. 4), and
Table 1. Statistical significance of the test–retest reliability of the empirical cross-
correlation patterns
Repeatability Probability
V1 0.169 0.008
V2 0.276 0.023
V3v 0.095 0.058
V4 0.069 0.068
LO 0.073 0.094
V3d 0.191 0.048
V3A 0.206 0.036
V3B/KO 0.115 0.090
V7 0.123 0.073
hMT/V5 0.020 0.260
VIPS 0.040 0.161
POIPS 0.072 0.085
The repeatability statistic reflects the mean Pearson correlation coefficient (R) along the positive diagonal of the
correlation matrix for each ROI. To assess significance we calculated 10,000 bootstrapped samples of the whole
cross-correlation matrix for each area, and calculated the mean repeatability statistic. We then compared the
empirical data with the distribution of repeatability statistics based on random resampling of the data. Boldface
probability values represent p 0.05.
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used these as regressors for the empirical similarity matrices
through a GLM with an information criterion (AIC) on the
number of parameters.
The model-based analysis of the empirical similarity matrices
indicated different contributions of edge, figure–ground, and
gradientmechanisms in the visual processing hierarchy (Fig. 5A).
V2 responses had a significant contribution from mechanisms
that represent the spatial extent of the plane, compatible with
processes of figure,-ground segmentation (Qiu and von der
Heydt, 2005). In contrast, responses in area V3A were explained
to a large extent on the basis of responses to the disparity gradi-
ents, with responses inV3d intermediate between those inV2 and
V3A. As a confirmation of the model fits, we used the model
weights to reconstruct the cross-correlation matrices (Fig. 5B);
comparison with the empirical data (Fig. 3) suggested that the
model captured the principal features of the empirical data. For-
mally, we computed the noise ceiling range for our fMRI data
(Nili et al., 2014) and found that our model was within its
bounds, suggesting it performs as well as any possible model
given the noise in the fMRI data (Fig. 5C).
We also performed a local GLM analysis within cells of the
global similarity matrices (Fig. 5D). First, we considered re-
sponses in the main condition in which both disparity range and
projection size varied (Fig. 5D, R1). We found differential con-
tributions from the three models in each ROI, with most of the
variance explained by the figure-,ground model in V2 and the
gradient model in V3A. Next we considered the central cell (Fig.
5D, R2) that contrasts fMRI responses when the spatial extent of
the stimuli was held constant. Reassuringly, the figure-ground
model (purple data series) does not explain the data as the figure–
ground relationship was constant across slants. However, contri-
butions from the disparity edge and disparity gradient models
across the visual hierarchy are apparent (i.e., nonzero weights).
This suggests that information about the disparity-defined edges
is likely to incorporate information about the 3-D structure of the
stimuli, rather than being limited to the 2-D retinotopic edge
location. Finally, we considered the correlation in the disparity
control condition (Fig. 5D, R3). Here the importance of the re-
sponse to the disparity edges becomes greater in early areas, re-
flecting the larger changes in stimulus projection size, and
demonstrates that low-level stimulus changes play an important
role in driving these fMRI responses. Importantly, however, re-
sponses in V3A are relatively unaffected by these low-level
changes, with the disparity gradientmodel consistently providing
the best explanation for the data (R1, R2, R3).
Further evidence for the role of V3A in representing disparity
gradients came from considering the fMRI data retinotopically
subdivided into a central portion that was stimulated by every
stimulus versus a peripheral portion whose stimulation varied
with slant (Fig. 6A). In particular, we identified the central two
degree portion of each ROI, corresponding to the region that
would be stimulated by each of the presented stimuli, but not
include the edges. We reasoned that fMRI responses driven by
responses to stimulus edges would be reduced for the central
portion of the stimulus, while responses relating to extensive sur-
face properties should be relatively unaffected. We found that
similarity matrices computed for the central region were attenu-
ated (i.e., less saturated) in areas V1 andV2 relative to the periph-
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ery, but largely unaffected in V3A (Fig.
6B). This again suggests that V3A repre-
sents aspects of the stimuli related to spa-
tially extensive properties, and not edges
per se.
In constructing our regressor models,
we sought parameters that emulated the
noise characteristics of the fMRI data.
However, to ensure generality, we system-
atically varied the level of noise in: (1) the
representation of disparities, (2) the ex-
traction of disparity edges, and (3) the
representation of the surface extent. Per-
forming simulations at each of these noise
levels (Fig. 7), we found that fMRI re-
sponses in V3A were consistently best ex-
plained by the disparity gradientmodel. A
further consideration for our regression
approach is the possibility of multicolin-
earity between the regressors as they share
common stages of processing (Fig. 4).
However, the addition of independent
noise, and differences in the representa-
tions computed at each stage, meant there
was little colinearity. Specifically, using
the variance inflation factor (VIF) we
found low values for disparity edge
(VIF  2.02), figure–ground (VIF 
1.53), and gradient models (VIF 1.44),
indicating little error inflation due to co-
linearity (Marquardt, 1970). Moreover,
the AIC-based model selection procedure
used penalized unnecessary models,
meaning that redundant models (because
of colineaity) would have been excluded.
A simplification of our modeling ap-
proach is our use of a spatially uniform
representation. Retinal and cortical sam-
pling is nonuniform, such that there is an
over-representation of the central portion
of the visual field (Daniel and Whitter-
idge, 1961). We therefore recomputed
model responses after applying a cortical
magnification function (Yamamoto et al.,
2008). We found that the results were
qualitatively unchanged: the amount of
variance explained by themodel increased
marginally for V1, V2, and V3A, and de-
creasedmarginally in V3d, and the overall
pattern of weights remained consistent
(Fig. 6C). This analysis makes unlikely an
interpretation of our data premised on
differences in receptive field sizes between
ROIs. Specifically we see clear differences
in the model estimates for individual
ROIs with or without accounting for changes in cortical magni-
fication factor. Moreover, although we see disparity gradient re-
sponses in area V3A, we find no such effect in area V3v which has
similar receptive field sizes (Yamamoto et al., 2008, their Table 2).
MVPA decoding analyses
To provide additional analyses, we used MVPA to test whether we
could predict which of the eight different slanted stimuli was viewed
based on fMRImeasurements.We could decode stimuli for all three
conditions (main, spatial control, disparity control) in areas V1, V2,
V3d, V3A, and V7 at levels reliably above randomly permuted data
(Fig. 8). Importantly, we found a significant interaction between
ROI and condition (F(8,56) 6.3, p 0.001). In particular, accura-
cies differedbetween conditions inV1 (F(2,14)27.0,p0.001),V2
(F(2,14)  13.1, p  0.001), and V3d (F(2,14)  5.0, p  0.022),
indicating that low-level stimulus properties played an important
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role in shaping fMRI responses. By contrast, decoding performance
did not differ significantly in V3A (F(2,14) 1.2, p 0.344) and V7
(F(2,14)1,p0.427).Consistentwith the results fromthe similarity
matrices, this suggests fMRI responses in higher dorsal areas are
relatively unaffected by low-level slant covariates.
We then tested whether a decoding algorithm trained with
fMRI data from one condition could predict slant in a different
condition (e.g., train on the main condition, test on the spatial
control condition). Our expectation was that fMRI responses
driven by slant covariates (i.e., disparity range, edge location)
would show reduced performance, while an area that responded
principally to slant would show transfer between conditions. Us-
ing an index to express transfer (0%:no transfer; 100%: training and
testingwithin conditions is the same as training and testing between
conditions), we found50% transfer in early visual areas (V1, V2),
whereas100% inV3A (Fig. 8B). This again suggests that low-level
differences between stimuli did not substantially modify the re-
sponses of V3A to similarly slanted surfaces.
To provide further tests of slant processing, in Experiment 2
we manipulated the depth position of the surface. In particular,
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usingMVPAdecoding,we tested howwell
opposing slants could be discriminated,
and then tested for transfer when the
overall disparity of the stimuli wasmanip-
ulated (Fig. 8C). Logically, we might ex-
pect different outcomes depending on the
types of representation in an ROI. If an
area encoded information about the stim-
uli purely in terms of changes in the par-
ticular disparities across regions of space,
we would not expect transfer, as dispari-
ties in the stimulus change as it is trans-
lated to and fro in depth. By contrast, if an
area encoded surface slant regardless of
the absolute disparity (i.e., a coordinate
frame representing the physical inclina-
tion of a surface regardless of the viewing
position), we might expect complete tol-
erance such that surface slant could be
decoded in all cases. We would conceptu-
alize such detectors as lying one network
stage beyond thatmodeled by the gradient
detectors in Figure 4. In particular, such
slant detectors would take inputs from
gradient filters centered at the fixation
plane (as modeled in Fig. 4) in addition to
banks of gradient filters located in front
of, and behind, the fixation plane. (Note,
in Experiment 1 stimuli were centered on
the fixation plane, so we could not have
distinguished these alternatives.)
The pattern of decoding accuracies
suggested a partial tolerance to depth po-
sition in higher dorsal areas in contrast
with early visual areas (Fig. 8D). Perfor-
mance in V1 and V2 dropped to chance
when the stimuli were translated one off-
set in depth, and were significantly below
chance for displacements that moved all
parts of the stimuli from crossed to un-
crossed disparities. This reversal is com-
patible with responses that reflect the
spatial arrangement of the disparity edges
in the stimulus: when the stimulus was
translated from near to far, opposing
slants give rise to a similar pattern of dis-
parity edges with respect to the surround,
although with reversed sign. It appears
that this spatial configuration is strongly
represented in early visual areas, compat-
ible with the results from Experiment 1. Prediction accuracies in
V3A showed a somewhat different pattern. Moving the stimuli
one offset supported reliable predictions (permutation test p 
0.0089; Table 2). Offsetting the stimuli further in depth led to
performance that was slightly below chance, suggesting that there
is a limited degree of tolerance to depth position in V3A. Perfor-
mance in V3d and V3B/KO resembled that of V3A but was sta-
tistically weaker.
Relation between fMRImeasures and slant perception
To test for similarities between fMRI responses and observers’ per-
ception of the stimuli, we considered pairwise discriminations of
surface slant at the fMRI and psychophysical levels. In particular,
participants made slant discrimination judgments in the lab at dif-
ferent baseline slant angles corresponding to the slants tested in the
fMRI experiment (Fig. 9). We found that observers’ sensitivity was
highest for low slant angles and declined as the slant angle increased
(Fig. 9B). This is expected as lower slants minimize the discrepancy
between the slant signaled by disparity versus texture (the random
dots indicated a flat surface; Hillis et al., 2004). We compared psy-
chophysical performancewith the results of anMVPA classifier that
discriminated neighboring slants based on fMRI data (Fig. 9C). We
found a similarity between psychophysical performance and fMRI
decoding inareaV3A,butnot elsewhere. Formally,weusedmultiple
regression with an AIC model selection procedure to explain psy-
chophysical discrimination based on the fMRI results. We found
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that areaV3A yielded the smallest AICc value (indicating it to be the
best model) and provided a good fit to the behavioral data (R2 
0.645, F(1,6) 9.09, p 0.0297). The next best model, area V2, did
not predict behavioral performance (R2 0.281, F(1,6) 1.95, p
0.221).This suggestsV3Amaybea substrate that informsperceptual
judgments of slant.
Control measures
We took a number of precautions to avoid experimental artifacts.
First, our stimuli depicted slant around a horizontal axis to avoid
texture density cues that can emerge in the random dot stimuli
for other rotation axes. Second, to ensure equal attentional allo-
cation across conditions, and fixation at the center of the display,
we used a vernier target-detection task. This involved determin-
ing whether a small line flashed (250 ms) to one eye was left or
right of the upper vertical bar of the fixation marker. The brief
presentation, small vernier offsets, and irregular timing of pre-
sentation (0.5 probability of appearance and variable onset), re-
quired that participants maintained vigilance throughout the
fMRI scan. Third, the vernier task had a double purpose in that it
provided a subjective measure of eye vergence (Popple et al.,
1998).We found that participantsmaintained vergence well: ver-
gence was close to fixation and not systematically different be-
tween slant angles (F(7,49)1, p 0.917) or conditions (F(2,14)
2.40, p 0.127).
Discussion
Weused fMRImeasurements and a series of generativemodels to
infer the computational hierarchy that supports the estimation of
slant, a property important for recognizing 3-D surfaces and
planning actions. Usingmultivoxel analysis approaches (correla-
tion and decoding) we report fourmain advances. First, area V3A
represents information about slanted surfaces by pooling dispar-
ity across space and is largely unaffected by low-level stimulus
changes. Second, responses in V3A show a degree of tolerance in
their responses across different positions in depth. This suggests a
stage of representation beyond extracting disparity gradients that
may be important for estimating the physical surface of a slant at
different viewing distances. Third, the discriminability of fMRI
responses in V3A mirrors psychophysical judgments, suggesting
a neural population that may contribute to the perception of
surface slant. Finally, we show that processes related to gradient
estimation in V3A build upon earlier representations of edge
processing and figure–ground segmentation in V2.
Previous human functional imaging work (Shikata et al.,
2001) suggested responses to planes oriented in depth in the cau-
dal intraparietal area (CIP) and anterior intraparietal area (AIP)
of the dorsal stream, consistent with electrophysiological record-
ings in parietal cortex (Tsutsui et al., 2002). These responses were
driven predominantly by the tilt of the surface (i.e., rotation in
the image plane, like the changing orientation of a clock’s hands
over time) rather than slant that requires an explicit estimate of
the 3-D structure. Recently, Rosenberg et al. (2013, 2014) uncov-
ered explicit representations of slant in macaque area CIP, sug-
gesting an important cortical locus for the encoding of surface
orientation. Our evidence from V3A, which anatomically pre-
cedes CIP in themacaque, suggests an earlier locus important for
processing disparity signals to slant. Rosenberg et al. (2013, 2014)
used surfaces defined by random dots, as well as disparity-
rendered checkerboard patterns, which contain surface orienta-
tion cues from both disparity and texture. It is possible that
information about slant from disparity that we find to be pro-
Table 2. Statistical significance slant decoding with respect to the upper 95 th centile of the distribution of prediction accuracies obtained with randomly permuted
condition labels
Offset 0 Offset 1 Offset 2
V1 <0.0001 0.9454 1
V2 <0.0001 0.3368 1
V3v 0.0132 0.4751 1
V4 0.0001 0.9486 1
LO 0.0022 0.3478 0.0715
V3d <0.0001 0.0631 0.9993
V3A <0.0001 0.0089 1
V3B/KO <0.0001 0.0841 0.9640
V7 0.0017 0.3820 0.9989
hMT/V5 0.2254 0.6269 0.9610
VIPS 0.0135 0.1028 0.9149
POIPS 0.1793 0.0572 0.2754
Statistical significance is based on bootstrapping the between-subjects median prediction accuracy (10,000 bootstrap resamples). Boldface probability values represent p 0.05.
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Figure9. Testing for similarities betweenperceptual discriminability and fMRI-decoding.A,
An illustration of the stimulus slants used for the psychophysical and fMRI measurements. B,
Observers’ sensitivity to slight changes in slant at different pedestal slants. Thresholds were
measured at each of the eight stimulus slants illustrated inA. To comparewith the fMRI results,
we averaged neighboring pairs together to yield discrimination thresholds at seven positions.
The dashed horizontal line corresponds to a slant discrimination threshold of 15° (i.e., the
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inable). Error bar showsSEM.C, Two-wayprediction accuracies for a classifier trainedon fMRI
data from neighboring slants. Error bars showSEM.
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cessed in V3A is integrated with other cues to surface orientation
in CIP (Tsutsui et al., 2002). However, the homology between
humans andmacaquesmay be inexact in that amore lateral locus
of area V3B/KO appears important in humans for integrating
disparity and texture cues (Murphy et al., 2013), whereas human
V7 and/or VIPS are believed to correspond to macaque CIP
(Orban et al., 2006).
Our data indicate that disparity gradient representations in
V3A are preceded by figure–ground segmentation in V2. Elec-
trophysiological investigations of neurons in macaque area V2
suggested that they play a role in calculating the relative disparity
between two surfaces (Thomas et al., 2002) and some cells are
selective to disparity-defined edge information in a manner that
signals border ownership between figure and ground (Qiu and
von der Heydt, 2005). Other work (Bredfeldt and Cumming,
2006) suggested that these edge representations are limited in the
extent to which they underlie scene segmentation, providing a
relatively simple first step in separating figure from surround.
Our fMRI results suggest a significant role for human V2 in rep-
resenting the enclosed area of a disparity-defined target shape.
This activity may result from an aggregated population code of
individual neurons with somewhat limited ability to signal fig-
ure–ground information, or alternatively may reflect feedback
signals that modulate activity based on scene segmentation.
Our fMRI approach enabled us to sample frommultiple areas
across the visual cortex, however cross-correlation matrices in
areas other than V1, V2, V3d, and V3A were not statistically
significant (Table 1). Differences in the strength of the cross-
correlation matrices may simply reflect our ability to measure
fMRI responses in these other areas (V3v, V4, LO, hMT/V5,
VIPS, POIPS). Nevertheless, it is also possible that the represen-
tations in these areas reflect a further stage of processing (for
instance one that integrates other slant cues), such that the ab-
stracted nature of the random dot stimuli here used make them
suboptimal for driving neural responses in these areas. Although
random dot stimuli depicting slanted planes do drive neuronal
responses in ventral inferior temporal cortex (Liu et al., 2004),
these responses were for tilt rather than slant, and it is possible
that cue conflicts inherent in random dot stereograms attenuate
responses for 3-D shape information. Other work indicates slant
responses in area V4 (Hinkle and Connor, 2002), however, mon-
ocular cues may underlie these responses. It is also possible that
more sophisticated models than we have considered here might
be necessary to capture the response characteristics of higher
portions of the ventral pathway (e.g., higher order conjunctions
of surface features). In preliminary work, we considered an addi-
tional model that sought to estimate the physical size of the
viewed plane by taking viewing geometry into account; however,
it did not account for response profiles in any of the regions of
interest we considered. Finally, recordings frommacaqueMT/V5
suggest it responds to 3-D surface orientation from velocity and
disparity gradients (Sanada et al., 2012). However, we did not
find reliable responses in humanMT/V5 complex, which likely
reflects the absence of motion from our stimuli.
Although our data point strongly to the role played by area
V3A, it is difficult to separate the representation of surface slant
from disparity gradients. Slant and disparity can be decoupled by
changing the overall position of the stimulus in depth so that the
disparity content changes, while slant remains constant. In Ex-
periment 2, wemade thismanipulation, and our decoding results
suggest that responses in V3A show a degree of tolerance to
changes in depth position. This indicates an intermediate form of
surface representation that is beyond gradients, but not com-
pletely tolerant to changes in depth position. Such representa-
tions that retain information about the current view parameters
(Ban et al., 2012) are likely to feed forward to parietal circuits
involved in the control of action. This is consistent with record-
ings from the (more anterior)macaqueAIPwhere neurons retain
their selectivity for object configurations when stimuli are trans-
lated by up to 30 arcmin of disparity (Srivastava et al., 2009),
indicating tolerance over a broad depth range. Nevertheless, neu-
ronal spike rates are strongly modulated by this manipulation,
suggesting that neuronal responses are not invariant to changes
in overall disparity.
Recent progress has been made in seeking to link fMRI mea-
surements with computations that underlie sensory processing of
local features (Kay et al., 2008; Brouwer and Heeger, 2009) and
objects (Kriegeskorte et al., 2008b; Huth et al., 2012). Typically,
this involves modeling brain activity using a single algorithm per
brain area. Here we have taken the approach of using a series of
computational models to understand the way in which represen-
tations evolve across stages of the visual processing hierarchy. By
using parametric stimulus manipulations and models that en-
code specific image features, we uncover contributions of differ-
ent processes (edge detection, scene segmentation, and spatially
extensive gradients) within the cortical hierarchy. Thus despite
the complex nature of the relationship between the BOLD signal
and neuronal activity, coupling computational analysis approaches
with fMRI responses from large-scale populations has significant
potential to help disentangle the complex analysis steps performed
by the cortex. As such, the analysis-by-synthesis approach is likely to
be highly generalizable beyond the disparity domain, helping to un-
cover the computations supporting the analysis of form andmove-
mentwithin visual ormultisensory cortices.Moreover, itmay prove
useful in the analysis of other types of complex neuronal recordings
(e.g., EEG).
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